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Abstract 

The protected areas (PAs) are established to conserve biological diversity, to maintain nature complexes 

and objects in their natural condition. Strict nature reserves prevail in Russia by their total area. The whole 

nature complex is forever extracted from economic use in nature reserves. Here it is prohibited to pursue any 

activity which might disturb or damage the nature complexes. Even under the existing strict protection from 

anthropogenic ignition sources, vegetation fires do occur on their territory. Besides, lightnings – these natural 

ignition sources – are impossible to exclude. Since large destructive fires are impermissible in nature reserves, 

the latter especially need vegetation fire behavior prediction for fire management. Fire behavior prediction 

includes fire spread rate, development (from surface fire into crown or ground one) and effects. All this is 

necessary for taking optimal decisions on how to control each occurring fire and how to suppress it. The 

Sukachev Institute of Forest SB RAS has developed a technique of vegetation fire behavior prediction using 

vegetation fuel maps (VF maps). 
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The protected areas (PAs) are established to conserve biological diversity, to maintain nature 

complexes and objects in their natural condition. Taking into account the special regime and status of 

the environmental conservation institutions there, various IUCN categories of PAs are distinguished: 

strict nature reserves or wilderness areas (including biosphere ones), national parks, habitat/ species 

management areas, natural monuments, etc. Strict nature reserves prevail in Russia by their total area. 

Large destructive fires are impermissible todevelop in nature reserves. This issue can be resolved 

largely by improvement fire danger rating, fire behavior prediction and fire management. Vegetation 

fire management in nature reserves is quite possible on the basis of modern fundamnetal fire science 

elaborations which improve fire danger rating, prediction of an occurred fire depending upon weather 

conditions, and  make it possible to control flame (or flameless) combustion spread over the area and 

to take optimal decisions on fire suppression. 

 

 

L.V. Kuleshov and V.N. Korotkov (2002) made a detailed analysis of wildfires in nature reserves 

of Russia. Fire dynamics was analyzed for the period from 1975 till 2000. Growth tendency was 

identified in the number of wildfires in nature reserves and in the number of nature reserves subject to 

burning in this period. What draws attention is the correlation of forest and non-forest areas. For 

instance, after 1990, burnt areas predominated in non-forest areas. This fact should be obligatory taken 

into account when developing the strategy of fire management in nature reserves. It should be noted 

that the US, Canada and Australia have developed guidelines for fire management on protected areas 

and that “similar tasks are urgent for Russia with its vast forested areas, high diversity of forest 
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vegetation conditions and high forest fire danger” (Kuleshova, Korotkov, 2002).    

By now, forest fire scientists of the Sukacev Institute of Forest SB RAS have developed ways to 

improve fire danger rating according to weather conditions and according to vegetation fuel (VF) 

complexes, predict burning intensity on a given vegetation plot as well as possible fire effects. 

 

 

Two kinds of fire danger are defined in nature reserves: fire danger rating according to weather 

conditions and according to VF complexes. For fire danger rating according to weather conditions the 

following indices are used: the Nesterov Index with rough account of precipitation and the PV-1 Index 

with a more differentiated account of precipitation. Further improvement of the enumerated indices is 

realized in the index developed at the Sukachev Institute of Forest SB RAS. It takes into account 

humidity and hygroscpicity of the surface fuels and “works” under negative temperatures (Sofronov, 

Volokitina, Sofronova, 2008). 

 

 

When studying fires in nature reserves they are often called forest fires. However, fires spread over 

non-forest areas with burnt areas larger over non-forest than forest areas. Therefore it would be better 

to call them vegetation fires. The term “fire management” should also be explained. This term is 

suggested to understand in a broad and in a narrow ways. In itsbroad meaning, it includes exclusion 

of anthropogenic causes of fire occurrence (fire preventive arrangement of the area), creation of 

favorable conditions for timely fire detection and fire suppression (airpatrol, a net of fire lookout posts, 

a road net), etc. In its  narrow meaning, fire management should be understood as control over 

development of ocurring fires on the basis of their behavior and effects prediction. Methods of VF 

mapping and fire behavior prediction (including GIS) are developed (Volokitina, Sofronov, 2002; 

Volokitina, Korets, Sofronova, 2012; Korets, Volokitina, 2014, 2015). On their basis, in cooperation 

with the Eastern-Siberian Forest Inventory Institution an information database was created and VF 

maps were made for two different periods of a fire season in four nature reserves of Russia: Stolby 

(Krasnoyarsk krai), Sayano-Shushensky (Krasnoyarsk krai), Kuznetsky Alatau (Kemerovskaya oblst), 

and Ubsunurskaya kotlovina (The Republic of Tyva). Besides, pyrological characteristics of forest 

types was developed for the Baikalsky Nature Reserve and the Tunkinsky National Park (Sofronova, 

Sofronov, Volokitina, 2005; Sofronova, Volokitina, Sofronov, 2007). 

 

 

To manage vegetation fires in nature reserves, first of all, it is necessary to creat an information 

database containing VF maps. Since Russian nature reserves go through the first forest inventory type, 

it is quite possible to create the information database using the data of the previous forest inventory 

using the technique developed by the Sukachev Institute of Forest SB RAS for analysis of forest type 

schemes and their pyrological characteristic. If old forest inventory data are not relevant already and a 

new forest inventory is being planned then it would be better to create a new information database for 

making VF maps with more accurate pyrological characteristics on the basis of the Sukachev Institute 

identifier for primary fire carriers in the process of forest inventory.  

Further, on the basis of a chosen fire spread model, a developed computer software is used to predict 

behavior of a specific fire: specific pyrological characteristics are introduced from the VF map as well 

as weather data on a given time. The software program calculates the surface fire edge spread in a 

given time periods. On the sites where a surface fire can develop into a crown or a ground one, the 

program shows this probability. Besides, the software reflects possible fire effects in forest stands 

depending upon the combustion intensity, tree species and mean tree stand dimeter in terms of tree 
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mortality expressed in percent. Additionally, taking into account the length of a fire edge, the software 

calculates the necessary suppression forces for a given stage. 

By now, the vegetation fire behavior prediction software has successfully gone through a 

retrospective performance test in plain conditions (the Chunsky Forest Office of the Krasnyarsky krai) 

and in mountain conditions (the Stolby Nature Reserve of the Krasnoyarsk krai). 

 

 

Vegetation fire management is quite realistic in nature reserves of Russia. Most nature reserves 

have the necessary information database for their forest inventory is of a high forest inventory type. 

Nature reserves have their own weather stations and use automatic ones. The software for vegetation 

fire behavior prediction is pretty straightforward for the specialists of nature reserves to master. 
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